Whether it’s a result of age, child birth or simply a cosmetic insecurity, women are regularly asking about treatments to address urinary incontinence and other intimacy concerns.

Urinary incontinence commonly leaves the sufferer with psychological morbidity, particularly depression.*

A BMJ study found 97% of GP’s surveyed found their female patients had expressed concern about their genitals and whether they were normal.**

More than a third of women between 45 and 50 avoid athletic activities out of fear of an incontinence episode.***

---


Restoration of collagen and elastin**

There is not just one cause of your patients' issues but a complex variety of changes in the pelvic floor system during the postpartum period and aging.

The ULTRA FEMME 360 procedure offers the shortest radio frequency treatment available for women’s intimate health and wellness.

- Revolutionary 360° tips designed to reduce technique dependence and increase patient and provider comfort
- Minimizes risk of infection or bleeding
- Part of the most versatile Exilis platform with scientifically proven effect for neocollagenesis and elastogenesis
- Temperature is elevated over 40 °C in the target tissue and in turn blood flow is increased, which is crucial in women’s intimate health

VERSATILITY

PROVIDER’S AND PATIENT’S COMFORT

8-MINUTE PROCEDURE

INTIMACY

The 360° Volumetric Heating enables the fast and uniform heating of surrounding tissue. It allows clinicians to use high energy levels without compromising patient’s comfort.

”More women in my practice that are struggling with their intimate parts have signed up for the Ultra Femme procedure. Their feedback to date has been great. Namely no pain and results they can feel!”

Kimberly L. Evans, M.D.
Obstetrics, Gynecology and Wellness
Sugar Land, TX
A breakthrough High Intensity Focused Electromagnetic technology (HIFEM) for all forms of women’s incontinence

• Treats entire pelvic floor
• 2/3 of the treated patients reduced or **totally eliminated** the use of hygienic pads*
• Comfortable treatment without downtime yields higher patient retention and conversion rates
• Operator and consumable free therapy maximizes practice profitability

Common exercise (Kegel)

BTL Emsella

**A single HIFEM session brings thousands of supramaximal pelvic floor muscle contractions, which are extremely important in muscle re-education of incontinent patients.**

“**Our results with Emsella have been extremely impressive. The technology allows for more comprehensive rehabilitation of the pelvic musculature than standard stimulation techniques and works the muscles in a supra-physiologic fashion. Based on our practice’s and my colleagues’ results, this has produced more rapid and significant improvement over comparative options.**”

**NATHAN GUERETTE, M.D.**
The Female Pelvic Medicine Institute of Virginia
Richmond, VA

PAD REDUCTION*

PATIENTS REMAIN FULLY CLOTHED

PATIENT SATISFACTION*

*HIFEM Technology Can Improve Quality of Life for Incontinent Patients. Berenholz J., MD, Sims T., MD, Botros G., MD. Indicated results may vary.
I just wanted to go back to how I was before. The treatment was so comfortable. It was quick. And very effective as well.

Alda

There is so much confidence that comes from this... On average, I noticed I was getting up 4 – 5 times a night. Now I get up 1 time a night. It's game changing.

Vickie

I have a great group of friends. We're all in our mid-forties, so things are changing... and I tell them it's really helped tremendously.

Kim

Visit PELVICSUITE.COM for More Real Patients Real Stories...

EXCITEMENT. CONFIRMED.

FROM THE EXPERTS.

"We place all our stress incontinence and overactive bladder patients on BTL Emsella. They are loving the 28-minute treatments. It is so easy sitting fully clothed on the chair, reading a magazine, and getting a full pelvic workout as if you had a private pelvic floor trainer beside you without the sweat!"

Red Alinsod, M.D.
Aldo Institute for Aesthetic Urological Surgery

"The demand for these procedures has been overwhelming and women are very grateful to have options to help them with female intimate health issues for which there have been few options."

Dr. Christine Lee, M.D., M.P.H.
The Skin and Laser Treatment Institute
Walnut Creek, CA

"I have never seen anything quite as innovative as the BTL Emsella for the treatment of incontinence. After treating and observing 20 different women with both urge and stress and mixed forms of incontinence I was pleasantly surprised and happy to see the results my patients obtained from this therapy."

Joseph Berenholz, M.D.
Michigan Institute of OB/GYN
Farmington Hills, MI

"My patients are absolutely loving the Ultra Femme 360 and the BTL Emsella. When addressing various symptoms the combination approach is unlike anything on the market. My patients are enjoying their intimate life relationships, increased self esteem and literally jumping for joy... without any leakage. These are truly life changing technologies!"

Shelena C. Lalji, M.D.
Dr. Shel Wellness & Aesthetics Center
Sugar Land, TX

"The results have been really rewarding. There are many patients who really call this a life-changing experience. When we treat the patients with Emsella, whether we are doing a RF treatment in conjunction or laser treatment in conjunction, one of the things I am most impressed with as a provider is how much their lives are changed.""}

Julene B. Samuels, M.D.
Julene B. Samuels, MD, FACS
Louisville, KY
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SUITE JUSTIFICATION

TAKE THE TEST

1. Are your patients looking for a non-invasive solution to their intimate needs?
2. Do you agree the more a service is available the lower reimbursement will become?
3. Has reimbursement cuts impacted your practice margins?
4. Do your patients possess high deductible insurance plans?
5. Are your patients paying hundreds of dollars a year on vaginal care?

If you answered yes to one or more of the above questions you may be able to justify offering the BTL PELVIC SUITE.